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Abstract
This study examines lexical variation and emergence of compound structure in a young village
sign language (CTSL) used by 30 deaf individuals. Thirteen deaf signers were shown images of
39 common objects and food items and asked to tell an interlocutor what the object was. While a
few CTSL lexical items are completely uniform across signers, others appeared to be different
for each signer. On average, stimuli elicited 8.51 variants across thirteen signers, though these
variants often appeared as sequences of signs with some shared components. Analysis of these
sequences illuminated other emerging regularities, such as at least one arguably right-headed
endogenous compound and preference for size and shape specifiers to precede signs representing
an action, though different specifiers may vary in productivity. It was found that age in addition
to birth order in families predict whether a signer will produce a single sign or sequence, with
older signers less likely to produce sequences. It was found that some sequences, like COW
MILKING CUT-CHEESE EAT for the item “cheese,” are signed in chronological order of
events, while some signers sacrifice chronology for ease of production, as in
CUT-CHEESE^MILKING, in which the second sign is reduced. Responses for one item,
television, were compared to responses elicited in a later experiment from fieldwork two years
later. It was found that although, in general, signers continued to draw from the same set of signs
to name the television, most signers were inconsistent in terms of order of signs and which signs
were included across not only the two different fieldwork visits but also within the same task.
Overall, it was found that signers do draw from a set of shared signs, but there are lexical gaps
that have to be filled by improvisations. Additionally, compounding, albeit irregular, is a
productive process at work very early in the life of this new language.
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Introduction
Where do words come from? How does the lexicon of a language emerge? Etymologists
will tell you which language a word came from, but what if the language is brand new and
completely free of influence from other languages? The study of village sign languages offers
unique perspectives on these questions which have widespread implications for theories of
evolution of language and language universals, as they demonstrate what the modern human
brain does to communicate in the absence of a linguistic model, and how language grows over
time.
Central Taurus Sign Language (CTSL), which emerged in the absence of a linguistic
model, provides one such perspective on how a language is born. CTSL is used by 30 signers in
three adjacent villages in the Central Taurus mountains of southern Turkey. The language arose
due to the prevalence of hereditary deafness in a small, geographically isolated community
which practices consanguineous marriages. This paper will describe the peculiarities of CTSL
with regard to lexical variation and any evidence of (sub)lexical structure.
This thesis will examine and quantify lexical variation and document evidence of
compounds in CTSL in order to make comparisons with other new sign languages which differ
in terms of age and community size. This is not a study of the development of phonology in
CTSL, but I will make some observations about emerging phonology structure. What I am
providing here is essentially a snapshot of a language that is early in the process of becoming
conventionalized, with minor attempt to test stability of lexical items over time. Huge variation is
found in CTSL, not only in grammar but also in the emerging lexicon, and the process towards
conventionalization is a complicated one which involves many factors. I make predictions about
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CTSL based on lexical emergence theories, theories of evolution of language, theories about the
effect of community structure on language, and results of similar studies done on other emerging
sign languages.
Lexical Emergence
How the lexicon and language in general emerges has been the subject of much debate.
Goodman (1999) summarizes the competing views on how language emerges. The nativist or
Chomskyan belief is in the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) and Universal Grammar (UG),
or that humans are born with everything they need for language to develop. Opposing this, the
emergentist view says that components whose sum is more than their parts are put together in
non-obvious ways to create language, and that language is the by-product of a brain not
specialized for language, but instead for non-specific complex problem-solving. The
interactionist view is a weaker Chomskyan view with elements of emergentism: learning plays a
central role in the emergence of language but it is subject to biological constraints. One
interesting fact Good mentions is that production of sounds preceding words which precede
grammar is an undisputed universal of child language development. This does not mean that
those sounds (or signs) will be organized hierarchically with phonological structure, as Sandler,
Aronoff, Meir, & Padden (2011) found lack of sublexical structure in older signers of Al-Sayyid
Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL), a young village sign language used in a socially isolated
community in Israel with a high incidence of congenital deafness, nor is it expected that this
would be the case for the first generation of signers of a new language.
Goodman (1999) also discusses the views of Locke (1997) regarding child language
development. Locke believes that a “rule-switch” (some moment during development in which
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children begin to apply grammar), if turned on before the collection of enough utterances, will
not function properly. Despite this, it is known that children acquire different pieces of grammar
over time. Locke believes that the growing of the lexicon does not drive the development of
grammar and that each is “mediated by distinct neural mechanisms and its own genetic
timetable.” On the other hand, Sandler, Aronoff, Padden, & Meir (2014) take the view that
phonology emerges when the number of signs reaches a critical mass in order to expand the
signer’s capability to store lexical items. It is clear though, that grammar emerges gradually
rather than all at once, both in children’s language and in the infancy of a new language.
Some have turned to computational models to answer questions about how language
emerges. Gong & Wang (2005) summarize some of the competing models. In the Vocabulary
Coherence Model, agents have a set of “meaning-unit mappings” which they test on each other,
and after listening to someone else’s, they adjust their “probability matrix” for these mappings.
After many interactions, a coherent vocabulary emerges. Perhaps the needed number of
interactions for a coherent vocabulary to emerge has not yet occurred in some village sign
languages like CTSL, which is a possible explanation for the large amount of lexical variation. If
this model is to be believed, we should see lexical items and grammatical constructions
renegotiated and switched after a signer interacts with someone who uses a different variant.
Kirby (2002) presents the Iterative Learning Model, in which compositional languages emerge
from holistic signaling systems. In a holistic signaling system, the signal stands for the meaning
as a whole with no subpart representing any part of the meaning; whereas in a compositional
language, the meaning of a signal is determined by the combination of its parts. The model
describes interactions between generations of learners leading to the transition from holistic to
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compositional. The model is of interest because these emerging sign languages may fit this
model to some degree, where signs start out as entirely holistic and iconic and over generations
lose iconicity as they are organized into compositional structures. However, even mature sign
languages utilize iconicity in conjunction with compositional structures. If this model is to be
believed, we should expect younger cohorts of CTSL signers to break down lexical items into
organizable parts to a higher degree than older signers.
Caselli, Ergin, Jackendoff, & Cohen-Goldberg (2014) find that in CTSL, like ABSL, the
most common handshapes are maximally distinct with either all fingers selected or the index
finger selected, similar to how spoken languages with small vowel inventories typically have
maximally distinct vowels. Sandler, Aronoff, Meir, & Padden (2011) find evidence that
sublexical structure emerges over generations of ABSL signers. These findings seem to support
the Iterated Learning Model.
Evolution
Jackendoff (2002) summarizes varying views on evolution of language and puts forward
his own model. He criticizes the Chomskyan view, which is that natural selection cannot fully
explain the evolution of language because we do not fully understand the brain. Others take the
view that Universal Grammar is a “spandrel,” or fortunate coincidence of evolution. Pinker and
Bloom (1990) argue that language is a cognitive phenomenon explainable by natural selection.
Bickerton (1990) proposes two stages for language evolution: protolanguage and modern
language. As Bickerton and Jackendoff claim, protolanguage would still be present in the
modern human brain. It is thought that protolanguage, or at least something resembling it, may
arise in modern humans in situations where modern language is “disrupted.”
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Jackendoff (2002) lists as possible “fossils” of protolanguage pidgin languages, the
famous case study of the language-deprived child Genie, agrammatic aphasics, late second
language acquisition, child language acquisition, some of the controversial primate experiments
using sign language, and homesigns, in which deaf children not exposed to a language model
spontaneously create their own communication systems. This should also apply to at least the
first generation of signers in a situation like that of CTSL, where the first signers have essentially
no linguistic input in early childhood. Jackendoff goes on to argue that language evolution did
not happen in one leap from protolanguage to modern language but incrementally. He argues that
the first step is the use of symbols in a non-situation-specific fashion, which leads to either use of
an open-unlimited class of symbols or the concatenation of symbols. These two steps lead into
the development of phonology or word order: phonology for encoding a large inventory of
symbols into a discrete set of formational units, and word order for conveying basic semantic
relations between symbols. What results from their development is what Jackendoff calls
protolanguage. Therefore, we might expect to see at least these structures in situations like
homesign and first generation CTSL signers. The steps between protolanguage and modern
language include hierarchical phrase structure, grammatical categories, and systems of
inflections and grammatical functions to convey semantic relations.
Jackendoff (2002) goes on to list some of the forces that may be at work in shaping early
precursors to syntax: the Agent First, Topic First, and Focus Last principles. These principles
seem to be at work very early in the life of language as demonstrated in homesign studies
(Goldin-Meadow 2005), ABSL (Meir et al. 2005), and CTSL (Ergin 2017). He also identifies the
Head Principle, which constrains the semantic relations between components of compounds. He
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hypothesizes that compounds could be a possible “fossil of protolanguage,” citing evidence that
it is the only type of morphology productively used in Klein & Perdue’s (1997) Basic Variety
found in late second language acquisition, and that children improvise compounds very early
(Clark, Gelman, & Lane 1985). If this is true, we expect compounding to be present very early in
the life of a new language as well.
Compounds
One strategy for expanding the lexicon is compounding. This is a process found in most
languages (I am unaware of any that lack compounding). One type of compound, the endocentric
compound, is typically made of a modifier and a head. For example, doghouse is a type of house
not a type of dog: house is the head and dog is the modifier. English endocentric compounds are
for the most part right-headed, in contrast with some languages like Vietnamese which are
left-headed. Turkish compounds are also mostly right-headed, except for compounds borrowed
from Arabic (which has left-headed compounds). Turkish compounds sometimes have
morphological markers (“linking elements”) on the head (Goksel 2009). Arabic endocentric
compounds usually have morphological markers on the head and the modifier indicating case,
gender, and definiteness, as in the Egyptian Arabic ʔalil-it il-adab (few-CON.FEM
DEF-manners; “rude”). Isolating languages like English and Vietnamese do not morphologically
mark these compounds. Following Jackendoff’s (2002) suggestion of the Head Principle being a
fossil of protolanguage, we might expect headedness to emerge early in the life of CTSL, though
we might not expect it to have these morphological markers like those of Arabic or Turkish, as
we can see other languages do just as well without them.
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Pfau, Steinbeck, and Woll (2012) discuss headedness in sign languages, which is not as
well studied. ASL has many exocentric compounds, which are headless and whose meanings are
not always easily retrievable from their parts. Take for example, FACE^STRONG (“resemble”)
and WRONG^HAPPEN (“fate”). ASL does have mostly left-headed endocentric compounds
attested: THINK^ALIKE (“agree”), FLOWER^GROW (“plant”), and SLEEP^SUNRISE
(“oversleep”), but at least one right-headed compound, BLUE^SPOT (“bruise”). In Israeli Sign
Language (ISL), compounds that have a counterpart in Hebrew (a language with left-headed
compounds like Arabic) are also left-headed, such as PARTY^SURPRISE (“surprise party”) but
may be right-headed for some signers. ISL compounds that do not have a Hebrew counterpart are
often exocentric as in FEVER^TEA (“sick”), and verbal compounds are often right-headed as in
BREAD^FEED (“provide for”). If there is variation in headedness in older sign languages with
prescriptivist, uniformity-inducing factors at play, we might not expect it to emerge uniformly in
CTSL.
Other types of compounds are coordinate compounds, which could be described as
“doubly-headed” as in hunter-gatherer. Another type of coordinate compound, not common in
English but found in Sanskrit and ASL, is called the dvamdva compound, where multiple
subparts, “basic-level components,” are compounded to refer to a more general “superordinate”
category, as in ASL’s KILL^STAB^RAPE (“crime”) and
MOTHER^FATHER^BROTHER^SISTER (“family”), although a more common sign for family
is a letter-initialized simplex sign. Pfau et al. (2012) report that these signs may be less
productive now in ASL, and may be considered old-fashioned or stigmatized. Like other ASL
compounds, individual components lose segments, and transitions between signs are reduced so
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that they take up about as much time to produce and a simplex sign. Additionally, Klima &
Bellugi (1979) report that many of these dvamdva compounds are not lexicalized, and have
variant components and orders. The variant basic-level components vary from signer-to-signer
and discourse-to-discourse, but are generally restricted to “best examples” of the category.
Variant orders of components are also accepted, so long as the order chosen minimizes the
transition time between signs. These dvamdva compounds may be something that arise early in a
language to fill lexical gaps, only to be later abandoned, as appears to be the case in ASL.
So far, these are all examples of sequential compounding. The signed medium allows for
another type called simultaneous compounding, but these are not always analyzed as compounds
and are sometimes called classifier constructions or are analyzed as incorporation. Other than
compounding, other types of sequential morphology are rather rare in sign languages compared
to simultaneous morphology (Aronoff, Meir, & Sandler 2005). ASL has very few productive
affixes, but has inflectional morphology in certain verb classes and derivational morphology,
involving reduplication of movement to distinguish nouns and verbs from the same “root”.
Meir, Aronoff, & Sandler (2010) find compounds in ABSL, with handshape assimilation
similar to mature sign languages like ASL. In compounds formed with Size and Shape Specifiers
(SASS), they find a strong tendency for SASS-final order. For example,
CHICKEN^ROUND-OBJECT is the sign for egg, and the handshape for ROUND-OBJECT is
assimilated into the sign for chicken when they are used in a compound together. They also find
productive use of compounds formed with pointing-signs, where the pointing-sign always occurs
finally. For example, PRAY^THERE (“Jerusalem”). Whether or not these are compounds or
affixes is debatable. Meir et al. (2010) also found variable modifier-head order in endogenous
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compounds. Where we see variability in ABSL, we expect to see variability in CTSL; where we
see structure emerging in ABSL, we expect to see structure emerging in CTSL.
ABSL differs from CTSL in that ABSL is slightly older (~25 years older) and has had
more generations of signers (2 more), and has a larger deaf population: 130 signers vs. 30 in
CTSL (Sandler et al. 2014). Kenyan Sign Language (KSL) is also younger than ABSL but is not
a village sign language, is characterized by exoteric communication (communication with
strangers and people from outside their communities), and was brought about through the
founding of deaf schools. Morgan (2015) reports greater sublexical structure in KSL than in
ABSL despite the language being younger, likely due to sociological factors like community
type and size (there are more signers than ABSL by several magnitudes). Morgan uses a
picture-naming task similar to the ABSL studies on phonological emergence and compounds
(Meir et al. 2010 and Sandler et al. 2011). Morgan finds some lexical variation attributed to
signers coming from different schools, but that many signs are well conventionalized across
participants. Morgan also finds conventionalized compounds like TASTE^SPRINKLE (“salt”)
and BLACK^PEAR-SHAPE (“avocado”), but the compound for avocado had another common
variant for some signers which was simplex PEEL-CIRCLE, and then one other variant that took
elements from both variants BLACK^PEEL-CIRCLE. These compounds were conventionalized
in the order of components across signers. However, Morgan found variable order in responses
to a picture of a candle, which elicited both FLAME^STRIKE and STRIKE^FLAME as well as
longer sequences with other elements in variable orders, though all responses shared the
component FLAME, which sometimes occurs on its own. Morgan reports that one signer
explained these variants saying that “if you tell someone to go to the store and buy FLAME, they
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might come back with the wrong thing.” Morgan hypothesizes that over time one compound will
win out. Morgan also reports sequences with some shared elements but even greater variability
for a photograph of an island, apparently a less common topic of conversation for these signers.
It seems that as the number of components used in these variants decreases, the consistency of
the order increases. We might expect CTSL to have more variation in terms of word order than
KSL.
Morford & Kegl (2000) describe the precursors to compounding in homesigners of
Nicaragua and compare with homesigners with some contact with Nicaraguan Sign Language
and native signers. In a picture-naming task involving fruits, most fruits were signed as some
variant of eating, a gesture indicating how the fruit is prepared, or a sequence of the two. In the
homesign contact form, they find this variability becomes consistent use of sequences to
lexicalize basic-level categories. They note that in all sequences “the manner consistently
precedes the action,” despite the fact that in standard Nicaraguan Sign Language, the opposite is
true for the sign APPLE, which has action then manner, with chronological order of events
overcome by phonological constraints. We might expect forms produced by CTSL signers to
resemble the homesigners with some contact to some extent, and perhaps our older signers will
resemble the homesigners more.
Languages and Community Structure
Languages vary by sociological factors such as size of population, denseness or looseness
of networks, and degree of contact or isolation from other communities. Trudgill (2009) argues
that tight-knit, small, isolated communities are more likely to preserve irregularities and have
more irregularities than large, loosely-connected communities that have more contact with
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others, based on evidence from English dialects of the United Kingdom. Lupyan and Dale (2010)
find richer morphology and more redundancy in morphological marking in these tight-knit
communities from a statistical analysis of over 2000 languages.
The same social factors that shape spoken languages are also at work in shaping sign
languages, however there are some factors that are unique for signers. For example, most sign
languages are used primarily by deaf people (the exceptions being some Australian Aboriginal
sign languages). Deaf people are typically a minority, and communities differ in the degree to
which deaf people are integrated or excluded. Ragir (2002) describes six different sign languages
which emerged in different communities. Of the three in which deaf people were marginalized
and had restricted access to social interactions, the sign languages remained “static and context
dependent for many generations,” while the languages in which deaf people were integrated in
their communities had “well-developed context-independent lexicons and grammars.” Meir et al.
(2012) discuss the differences between the conditions in which village sign languages and deaf
community sign languages arise. Deaf community sign languages arise in “exoteric” conditions,
where deaf people of different backgrounds come together usually in deaf schools. Village sign
languages arise in “esoteric” conditions, where hereditary deafness in a small, homogeneous
community creates a relatively large deaf population. Meir et al. (2012) compare two young sign
languages of about the same age: Israeli Sign Language (a deaf community sign language), and
ABSL (a village sign language), each with only 3-4 generations of signers, but which differ in
community size and type. They argue that languages characterized by esoteric communicative
contexts can sustain greater variability for a longer time, and furthermore, that “in older
languages, variability may increase as the community spreads over larger geographical areas, and
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sub-communities are formed. In young languages, variability may be the starting point, before
uniformity-inducing factors come into play.” They find great amounts of variation in lexical
items and particularly in compounds. They argue that this variation is tolerable in small village
communities for two reasons: a smaller community means signers all have shared knowledge of
each other and the space around them, and most lexical items are iconic and to some extent the
meaning is easily retrievable from the form. This is also supported by Israel (2009), who finds
that ABSL varies more than ISL, which varies more than ASL in terms of sublexical features
across signers for lexical items.
Method
Participants
Thirteen deaf CTSL signers were recruited from the villages in which they reside. They
are separated into three cohorts. Cohort 1 is made up of the first deaf children born into their
families, having little to no linguistic input. Cohort 2 is made up of the younger siblings of
cohort 1 signers, having perhaps more linguistic input because they have an older sibling who
signs. Cohort 3 is made up of signers from the younger generation, who are children of cohort 1
and 2 signers. Most participants in this study are related to at least one other participant in some
way (whether as siblings, by marriage, or through other relationships). The mean age in cohort 1
is 46.4, with three males and two females (N=5). The mean age in cohort 2 is 40.17 with two
males and four females (N=6). The mean age in cohort 3 is 19 with one male and one female
(N=2). Appendix A shows more information about participants. There are nine participants from
village 1, and four from village 2.
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Only cohort 3 signers have some education and therefore exposure to Turkish Sign
Language, albeit to differing degrees. Because of this possible language interference and small
sample size, I will not make statistical comparisons between cohort 3 and other cohorts.
Materials
Two sets of images were used during fieldwork in August 2013: the common objects
dataset including 29 pictures of objects from and around households. The fruits and vegetables
dataset includes 30 pictures of common food items. Some of the images were not used due to
difficulties with signers apparently ignoring the stimuli or issues with video quality. Across
different analyses, 41 total objects were used, 16 from the common objects dataset, and 24 from
the fruits and vegetables dataset.
During fieldwork in 2015, six of the same signers participated in another study (see Ergin
and Brentari 2017), in which they were shown pictures of objects in various positions and videos
of objects in being handled in different ways. I use the responses from conditions in which
signers were shown images and videos involving a television to make comparisons with data
collected in 2013.
Procedure
In 2013, participants were shown images of common objects around their village and
households, as well as familiar fruits, vegetables, and other food items in a picture naming task.
Participants were asked to tell an interlocutor what each object they were shown is, and their
responses were recorded on video.
Signs and their variants were transcribed. Due to lack of apparent phonological structure,
signs were considered the same if they iconically represented the same aspect of the object in the
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same way. For example, signs iconic of eating a melon and signs iconic of the shape of a melon
were not transcribed as MELON, but as EAT-MELON and ROUND.gl. The words separated by
a hyphen represent one sign and not two. The period and abbreviation after ROUND is to
distinguish it from other size and shape specifiers which have a meaning like ROUND.
I counted the number of variants per item across each signer, the mode of those variants,
the number of distinct signs that appeared in sequences describing/naming an item, and the mode
of those distinct signs in order to measure the conventionalization of each item. For example, if
in a sample of three signers shown a photograph of a bar of soap we get the utterances
“WASH-HANDS WASH-HAIR”, “WASH-HANDS”, and “WASH-HANDS,” there is a mode
of two because the most common variants occurs twice. There are two variants. There are two
distinct signs because WASH-HAIR is distinct from WASH-HANDS, and the mode of distinct
signs is three because WASH-HANDS appears in all three utterances. If we found the utterance
“WASH-HAIR WASH-HANDS,” it would be considered different from “WASH-HANDS
WASH-HAIR.”
During transcription, it was noticed that some signers underspecified objects or produced
a simplex sign where others produced a compound or sequence. The number of times sequences
of distinct signs rather than single signs were used was counted for each signer and cohort.
Repetitions of the same sign were not counted. For example, “ROUND.gl CHOP / ROUND.gl
RED CHOP” was considered length 3 (not 5). It was predicted that older signers and that signers
from cohort 1 would be more likely to underspecify an object. We use Pearson’s r to correlate
sequence-use with age and student’s t-test to compare cohorts.
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Different iconic strategies for referring to or describing objects were identified and coded
for single-sign items in the fruits and vegetables dataset.
Compounds using size and shape specifiers (SASS) were identified and the different
word orders were counted for each signer and cohort.
Sequences involving both a SASS and some sort of action involving preparing a food
item were identified for several objects. Their orders relative to each other were counted for each
signer and cohort.
The names given for a television in 2013 were compared to those given in 2015 and
throughout a task in 2015 involving 11 pictures and videos of televisions in order to see if lexical
items were stable over time.
Results
Overall Variation
Most objects do not have one consistent sign. The mean number of variants per stimulus
across thirteen participants was 6.73 for the common objects dataset (16 objects), and 9.34 for
the fruits and vegetables dataset (23 objects). Across both datasets, the mean mode of variants
across the common objects dataset was 6.26 and 3.7 for the fruits and vegetables data set (figure
1). The mean number of distinct signs was 5.33 for the common objects dataset and 8.74 for the
fruits and vegetables dataset. The mean mode of distinct signs was 10.6 for the common objects
dataset and 8.1 for the fruits and vegetables dataset.
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Figure 1. Average lexical variation across datasets and overall
Figures 2 and 3 show a spectrum of variance, with the items with the highest number of
variants on the left and the items with the lowest number of variants on the right. Those with
only one variant, and therefore a mode of thirteen, can be said to be “conventionalized” across
signers, but determining the amount of conventionalization of other items is more difficult. Some
have a high number of variants but also a high mode of distinct signs, meaning there is at least
one common, shared sign that appears regularly.

Figure 2. Variation of lexical items in Common Objects dataset.
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Figure 3. Variation of lexical items in Fruits and Vegetables dataset.
Variation for Specific Items
Here I will present the thirteen responses to several stimuli which I believe depict a good
representation of the different states of conventionalization reached for different lexical items.
There are extreme cases such as gas tank, walnuts, and cooking pot which had 13 different
variants for 13 different signers. There are intermediate cases such as teapot with 9 variants and
salt with 5, and there are a few “conventionalized” signs like spoon and match which have only 1
variant. It should be noted that this was not a phonological study, and that even these
conventionalized signs have noticeable variation in their phonetic realization with regards to
location, movement, and handshape. What makes them “conventionalized” though is that they all
pick the same facet of the object to represent iconically -- for example, all participants produced
a form for MATCH in which the dominant hand strikes the nondominant hand as one would a
match against a matchbox. In figure 4, see the sign MATCH produced by four different members
of a family from oldest to youngest. The oldest signer produces a form without matching
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handshapes (the non-dominant hand has a handshape different than that of the dominant hand),
and with the motion exaggerated to be more iconic of actually striking a match, repeated twice.
The second signer has matching handshapes, but on the repetition of the motion changes the
handshape of her non-dominant hand to a more lax shape. The third signer has matching
handshapes and repeats the movement twice. The fourth signer has clearly matching handshapes
with the selected fingers most easily distinguishable; she repeats the movement three times and
the movement is shorter, tenser, and more precisely across the same space than the repetitions
produced by the older signers. Further study should seek to describe this phonetic variation more
precisely to understand the emergence of sublexical structure.

Figure 4. The sign MATCH produced by different members of a family.
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“Gas tank” is an extreme case of variation in which each signer produced a different
utterance. However, most responses share some common components like SWITCH and
FLAME. SWITCH often appears initially, but not always, and FLAME usually appears last, but
not always. One might hypothesize that over a greater period of time, the set of signs drawn from
to describe this object will shrink to just two or three and become lexicalized, perhaps as
“SWITCH FLAME,” but this remains to be seen. What is interesting about this case is that one
signer takes multiple attempts to convey the message to the interlocutor (variant 4 in Table 1).

Variants of “Gas Tank”

Frequency

1. BLOW FLAME

1

2. POT.PUT MATCH FLAME

1

3. SWITCH  TALL WIDE

1

4. SWITCH  TALL pointing / TALL SMELL /
SWITCH  pointing / SWITCH  TALL SWITCH

1

5. TALL SWITCH

1

6. SWITCH FLAME

1

7. FLAT. SWITCH  FLAT

1

8. SWITCH / SWITCH

1

9. MATCH FLAME WIDE

1

10. MATCH SWITCH point

1

11. SWITCH  FLAME SWITCH

1

12. SMELL COOK POT.PUT

1

13. SWITCH FLAME FLAME

1

Table 1. Variants of Gas Tank, with SWITCH in red and FLAME in blue to highlight word
positions.
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On the other hand, the word for glasses is very highly conventionalized across signers.
Most signers use a single sign and those who use more than a single sign also include the same
sign as a component, in which the hands are iconic of the shape of the glasses and the location of
the sign is iconic of where a person wears glasses. See figure 5 for an example of the sign, and
table 2 for the variants.
Variants of “Glasses”

Frequency

1) LENSES

9

2) LENSES TEMPLES

2

3) EYES LENSES

2

Table 2. Variants for “Glasses” across signers, with mode of distinct signs in bold.

Figure 5. LENSES (left) and a tracing sign TEMPLES (right).
“Teapot” was the closest thing found to a conventionalized compound. What’s interesting
about “teapot” is that the sign for TEA always comes first, while a sign describing the shape of
the pot always comes after TEA as in variants 1,2,3, and 7 (table 3). Part of the inconsistency
may come from the fact that some lexical items are more conventionalized than others. TEA is
quite consistent across signers, but the way the shape of the pot is signed is sometimes different.
For example, in variant 4, TALL is signed to describe the shape of the pot rather than
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ONE-ON-ANOTHER. It seems signers are trying to compound TEA, a lexicalized sign, with a
sign for the shape of the pot, which may not be completely stable across the community, while
variant 6 appears more like a description: “There is a flame, you put something on it, it is this
shape.” It should be noted that this compound is nearly identical to the sign for teapot found in
Turkish Sign Language, despite that it is produced by signers who have had no contact with that
language. The form TEA ONE-ON-ANOTHER is signed by members of all three cohorts and
from people of different families, including the oldest signer in cohort 1. See figure 6 for an
example of the compound.

TEA

ONE-ON-ANOTHER

A turkish teapot

Figure 6. The compound “Teapot”

Variants of “Teapot”

Frequency

1. TEA ONE-ON-ANOTHER

5

2. TEA ONE-ON-ANOTHER FLAME

1

3. TEA DRINK / TEA DRINK

1

4. TEA TALL  / TEA TALL

1
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5. TALL

1

6. FLAME PUT-ON ONE-ON-ANOTHER

1

7. TEA POUR-FROM-HANDLE ONE-ON-ANOTHER

1

8. TEA POUR-FROM-HANDLE

1

9. DRINK FLAME HOLD.CUP

1
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Table 3. Variants of Teapot with TEA in red and signs representing the shape of the pot
in blue to highlight word positions.
Single Signs vs. Sequences
Here I present evidence of cohort differences apparent in the picture-naming task. Signers
differ in whether they produce one sign or multiple for a given item. Overall, cohort 1 produced
more single-sign utterances than cohort 2, and cohort 1 produced less sequences (M = 21.6, SD =
3.97) than cohort 2 (M = 27.2, SD = 4.6) . One signer in cohort 2 produced mostly single-sign
utterances throughout the task due to that she ignored her interlocutor and so was not made to be
more specific to make herself understood. For example, she signed one item as TALL, with no
other disambiguating information. Discounting her data, the difference between the number of
sequences produced by the two cohorts was found to be near significant with a two-tailed t-test
(p=0.07), where cohort 1 signers produced fewer sequences on average (figure 7).
Additionally, the age of the signer seems to play a role in addition to their cohort. Age
was strongly negatively correlated with production of sequences across cohort 1 (r=-0.86) and
and slightly less strongly negatively correlated with age across cohort 2 (r=-0.59). This is likely
due to that signers’ age is inversely related to the number of deaf people in the community at the
time of their birth, meaning more people are signing in the community when younger members
of cohort 1 are born, possibly leading to greater linguistic input in early childhood. Alternatively,
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it could be that older signers simply tire of the tasks more quickly. It is also notable that the
oldest signer in cohort 1 produced an utterance with only mouthing, and no gesture.

Figure 7. Percentage of utterances of different lengths (not including signer who ignored
interlocutor) for 40 responses including multiple attempts but not repetitions of the same item.
Iconic Strategies and Simplex Signs
Here I document some of the iconic strategies used to name objects, specifically for
single-sign utterances found in the fruits and vegetables dataset (24 items). Several iconic
strategies were identified for naming the objects: describing the shape of the object
(LARGE-ROUND, TALL), describing an action performed on the object (CHOP, CRACK),
describing an action handling the object (HOLD-AND-POUR), and describing how one eats the
object (this was considered different than handling because it also involves the use of
non-manual features such as mouth movement and location near the mouth, and typically
incorporates the shape of the object through either a handling or object-as-hand handshape).
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Figure 8. Distributions of 1-sign utterances for cohorts 1 and 2.
Note that participant 5 was ignoring her interlocutor for much of the task, which may
explain why she produced more single sign utterances. Note also that Participant 10 (the oldest
signer in cohort 1) produced an “eating” sign that did not somehow incorporate the shape of the
object, by bringing a neutral handshape to her mouth and mimicking chewing, thereby
underspecifying what the lexical item was. It should also be noted that the youngest signers in
cohort 2 (P1, P2, and P3; figure 8) produced the least 1-sign utterances. It should also be noted
that signers differ in the amount of mouthing of Turkish words that they use throughout the task
to help disambiguate words, and that the phenomenon is present in all cohorts.
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Figure 9. Overall distribution of iconic strategies for 137 single sign utterances across 3 cohorts.
SASS Position in Compounds
Here I present on the order (or rather, lack thereof) of SASSs in compounds. In fruits and
vegetables, the tendency is slightly stronger for SASS signs to occur initially. The tendency is
very slightly more pronounced in cohort 2. In common objects, the tendency is for SASS to
occur finally, but only in cohort 2. For cohort 1, the tendency is about the same. The difference
between SASS final and SASS initial was not found to be significant in either dataset for either
cohort or overall. See figures 10 and 11 for comparisons. This lack of clear tendency contrasts
with the clear tendency of SASS-final order in ABSL (Meir et al. 2010)
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Figure 10. Percent distribution of SASS positions in two datasets.

Figure 11. Percent distribution of SASS position in both datasets for two cohorts. 20
responses from cohort 1. 51 responses from cohort 2.
Individuals use all possible word orders, although most individuals tend to use
SASS-initial word order. For example, one participant signs “flour sifter” as POUND SIFT
ROUND.c2 (with the SASS ROUND.c2 at the end), but for “mixing bowl (for washing clothes)”
he signs “ROUND.tr MONEY ROUND.tr / ROUND.tr CLOTHES WASH,” with the SASS
ROUND.tr repeated before and after in one utterance, and at the beginning for another. However,
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most individuals use a SASS-initial order more than a SASS-final order in the Fruits and
Vegetables dataset (figure 12). The difference is most noticeable among the three youngest
members of cohort 2, (P1, P2, and P3 in figure 12). Figure 13 shows the individual distributions
for the Common Objects dataset.

Figure 12. Individual distributions of SASS positions in Fruits and Vegetables dataset.

Figure 13. Individual distributions of SASS positions in Common Objects dataset.
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I also coded individual SASS, like ROUND.gl, ROUND.ok and ROUND.tr. ROUND.gl
is a SASS used for large round objects like melons, squash, and quinces. ROUND.ok is used for
small round objects like plums and nuts. ROUND.tr is a tracing sign used for pots and bowls.

Figure 14. Size and Shape Specifiers (from left to right) ROUND.gl, ROUND.ok,
ROUND.tr
Individuals do not always use the same order for individual SASS across different
objects, or even across multiple attempts for a single object. Although, several signers were very
consistent in using ROUND.gl initially. Overall, SASS-initial order was found to be the most
common order for these three SASS. Using a two-tailed t-test, it was found that there was a
significant difference between the frequency of ROUND.gl-initial and ROUND.gl-final word
order (p = 0.03). This significant difference was not found for either ROUND.ok or ROUND.tr.
ROUND.gl occurred more frequently than the other two SASS and may therefore be more
productive (figures 15, 16, and 17).
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Figure 15. Individual and overall distributions of word orders in compounds made with
ROUND.gl (32 responses).

Figure 16. Individual and overall distributions of word orders in compounds made with
ROUND.ok (12 responses).

Figure 17. Individual and overall distribution of word orders in compounds made with
ROUND.tr (25 responses).
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SASS and Action Sequences
Looking further at the fruits and vegetables dataset, it was found that many utterances
involve sequences of signs iconic of either the shape of the food or the way it is prepared
(chopping a watermelon, cracking an egg, cutting the cheese). The order in which these signs,
shape and action, occur relative to each other, seems to be somewhat conventionalized. The
number of times each possible order occurred across the 8 stimuli in which they do occur was
measured.

Figure 18. Overall distribution of word orders for sequences involving shape and action
signs (68 responses).
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Figure 19. Distribution of shape-action sequences and signs across individuals.

Signers do not always use the same order across objects. Some signers use only one sign.
However, the most common occurrence was for the shape of the object to precede the action
performed on the object. In a two-tailed t-test, this was found to be significantly greater than the
opposite order, action preceding shape (p = .003). This order for combining words is not
distinguishable from sentences with OV order.
Distinguishing Similar Items
In the fruits/vegetables dataset, signers were shown a picture of a watermelon directly
after a picture of a melon. Most rely on the sign RED to distinguish the two, though not all use
this strategy or even disambiguate the two from each other. One signer in variant 10 indicates
that the watermelon is the same object again. Variant 8 in table 4 for watermelon is distinguished
from melon mainly by exaggerating the size in the SASS ROUND.gl. Signers vary in the
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position chosen for RED. The signer who used variant 10 simply remarked that it was the same
object again.
Variants for Melon

Variants for Watermelon

1. ROUND.gl CHOP

ROUND.gl RED / ROUND.gl CHOP / ROUND.gl
CUT

2. ROUND.gl CHOP EAT-MELON

ROUND.gl RED CHOP EAT-MELON

3. ROUND.gl EAT.FROM

ROUND.gl EAT-FROM

4. EAT-MELON

EAT-MELON

5. CHOP

CHOP

6. ROUND.gl / ROUND.gl CHOP

ROUND.gl CHOP / ROUND.gl RED CHOP

7. ROUND.FLICK / ROUND CHOP
ROUND

RED ROUND.FLICK

8. CHOP ROUND.gl CHOP

ROUND.gl CHOP

9. ROUND.gl CHOP TWO-HALVES

ROUND.gl CHOP RED / ROUND.gl RED

10. ROUND.gl CHOP ROUND.gl

SAME TWO

11. CHOP HOLD-MELON ROUND

CHOP RED ROUND

12. EAT.MELON

ROUND.gl EAT.MELON / RED EAT.MELON

13. HOLD-FROM-UNDER CHOP

CHOP ROUND.gl

Table 4. Variants of Melon and Watermelon compared, with modifier RED in red to highlight
variable position.
Chronological Order in Sequences
Sometimes longer sequences were produced to describe an object. For example, for the
item “cheese,” a sequence more resemblant of a story than a compound word was produced as
“COW MILKING CUT-CHEESE EAT.” Signers were not uniform in producing all of those
components but generally follow a chronological order that COW and/or MILKING precede
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either CUT-CHEESE or EAT. However, we do see violations of this chronological constraint for
ease of articulation: CUT-CHEESE^MILKING, where MILKING loses its repeated alternated
motion, but keeps its handshape and assimilates its place of articulation to that of
CUT-CHEESE. This form may be easier to produce because the reduced motion requires less
exertion on the part of the signer, but may require more familiarity with the signer’s personal
preferences for naming objects because the reduction results in a loss of iconicity. Similar
sequences were observed for “egg,” for which “CHICKEN ROUND-OBJECT-COME-OUT
CRACK-EGG” was produced.

Figure 20. “MILKING” with repeated alternating motion. Taken from the utterance “COW
MILKING CUT-CHEESE EAT.” Note that although I glossed CUT-CHEESE this way it is not
necessarily apparent that cheese is being cut, only that something is being cut on top of
something else.

CUT-CHEESE

MILKING
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Figure 21. Compound for cheese with place of articulation assimilated and motion reduced in
MILKING. Taken from utterance “CUT-CHEESE^MILKING CUT-CHEESE^MILKING”
Note that the signers in figures 20 and 21 are both from cohort 2 but from different
families. The signer in figure 21 who uses a reduced form of MILKING is actually older than the
signer who does not.
Lexical Stability Over Time
Picture-naming responses for an image of a television were compared to responses
collected for another task involving a television in 2015 which used some of the same
participants (see Ergin & Brentari 2017). It was found that not only did responses from 2013
differ from 2015 for five out of six signers, but some signers were not entirely consistent in
which variant they used throughout the 2015 task.
P10, a cohort 1 signer, used different forms in the two different years and throughout the
2015 task referred back to the TV via pointing rather than signing its name, except in the two
picture naming stimuli of both years.
It is notable that the three participants, other than P10, with strong preferences for
RECTANGULAR as their variant are related to each other and live in the same village, while P5
who lives in that village but is not related to them has a weaker preference, and that P2 who lives
in a different village and is not related to the others has a different preference (figure 23). This
seems to point to evidence of “family-lects” of CTSL.
Additionally, it seems that once the object in question is initially specified, it can be
referred back to in an abbreviated way (by pointing, or by only using one of the two variants on
its own). For example, P11 uses the two signs SCREEN + RECTANGULAR together in the
2013 picture naming task and in the 2015 picture naming stimulus, but for the rest of the task
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only uses RECTANGULAR, just as P10 uses either RECTANGLULAR or SCREEN in the
beginning of the task but only uses pointing later. Crucially, this lexical item is not entirely stable
not only from signer to signer but also within the same signer from discourse to discourse or
possibly utterance to utterance.
It is also notable that P3-C2 used a sign like SCREEN only in the utterance
“RECTANGULAR PUSH-BUTTON / SCREEN-ON,” in the condition where the stimulus was a
video of a person pushing a button to turn a TV on. SCREEN-ON was also used by two other
participants, P10-C1, and P2-C2, who also used SCREEN as a name for the TV. They clearly
differentiated SCREEN-ON as a predicate from SCREEN as a nominal through sign-duration,
motion intensity, and other non-manual features including mouthing. This distinction is
suggestive of emergent derivational morphology marking nominal vs. predicate categories, but
further study of prosody and non-manual features is needed to better characterize it.

SCREEN

RECTANGULAR
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Figure 22. The two signs used for TV (in this case, used together). In SCREEN, a waving hand
represents the static of a television when it turns on . In RECTANGULAR, index fingers trace
the outline of the shape of a television.

Figure 23. Distribution of variants signed by six participants for TV including 11 videos from a
2015 task and one video from the 2013 picture-naming task, including multiple attempts.
Discussion
A Shared Lexicon, Albeit with Gaps Filled by Improvisations
Most words are not completely uniform across signers, though some are, and most
sequences share components between signers. This tells us that signers do share a set of
lexicalized signs, regardless of whether or not they are uniform in phonetic realization. Further
study of this phonetic variation is necessary to fully understand the emergence of sublexical
structure in CTSL and emergent sign languages in general. Some of the strategies for naming
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items are describing where it comes from, how it is prepared, and what else humans do with it
(cooking it and eating it, for example). In general, most signs were easily traceable to an iconic
origin, though I sometimes had to consult someone who has been to the village for certain signs.
Does the language (or the community) have a word for these objects? For “gas tank,” no.
For MATCH, yes. Do individuals have a word for them? This is a harder question. For MATCH,
yes. But for “gas tank,” individuals seem to be improvising on the spot. This improvisation
includes pointing to objects, using other related signs from the lexicon, or perhaps creating new
ones. For TV, the community has a small set of agreed-upon signs that can be used on their own
or together. Individuals may have a preference for one word, but use the other one or the two
together for someone else’s sake. In cases where signers communicate with someone who uses a
different variant, we can see the actual negotiation of meaning taking place, perhaps analogous to
the “agents readjusting their parameters” in computational models of lexical emergence.
So how do people communicate under these conditions? Variation may be tolerable in a
smaller community because people can be more familiar with each other’s idiolects, and their
shared knowledge of the space they inhabit may aid in predicting and disambiguating another
signer’s utterance. If this is true, we might expect to see more variation among signers in CTSL
than in ABSL based on their relative community sizes. Although we find that it sometimes takes
multiple attempts to name or identify an object to an interlocutor, variation in general does not
greatly hamper communication. One confounding factor though is that interlocutors in the
picture-naming task were not tested for their comprehension, but self-reported whether they
understood or not, which makes it more difficult to attest mutual intelligibility between, for
example, signers from different villages who may not interact often. Another strategy perhaps
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used to mitigate this variation is repetition. The data is full of repetitions and redundancies both
abbreviated and emphasized, perhaps used for multiple functions which have yet to be fully
explained.
Concatenating Signs
Like Jackendoff’s (2002) model of protolanguage, signers are concatenating signs
together to convey basic semantic relationships between them. Older signers are less likely to
concatenate signs than younger signers and thereby underspecify some objects, and in this regard
may be more like homesigners than their younger siblings. We do see multiple attempts to name
objects, which occur when the interlocutor indicates they did not understand. When this pressure
to communicate is absent, some signers may still underspecify the object in question. We do see
at least one lexical item (teapot- TEA^ONE-ON-ANOTHER) that seems to be close to
conventionalization as a right-headed compound, with a consistent word-order, and that this
compound is used by both the oldest and youngest signers, meaning that this ability to produce
compounds is not something that only develops later in the life of a language, even if the
components of the sign are flexible in terms of order. Perhaps the Head Principle is not needed
this early in the language, but because we did not test such contrasting items as doghouse and
house-dog, it was unlikely to find contrastive pairs like this in the data in the first place.
It seems that longer sequences are being abbreviated to the most centrally important
ideas, TEA and the pot itself. Like Meir et al. (20??) find in ABSL, it seems that compounds in
CTSL do not only arise from concatenating signs together but also from breaking down longer
sequences. This may apply not only to compounds but also to lexical items in general, as items
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like “glasses” appear to have been broken down from descriptions to single-sign items, with a
minority of signers still signing descriptions.
Furthermore, word-order seems to be more conventionalized for some items than others.
SASS compounds in general do not follow a strict pattern in terms of what order the SASS
comes in the compound. There was a slight difference in that SASS tended to come initially in
compounds for naming fruits and vegetables, but the opposite or no tendency was true for the
common objects dataset. This difference could be attributable to the different semantic classes,
or it could just be random variability. It should be noted that most of the stimuli are objects small
enough to be carried and manipulated by a person, and study of other semantic categories may
show new patterns. That a significant difference in word-orders was found for only one SASS
seems to suggest that structure comes word-by-word, rather than being imposed all at once over
a lexicon. Confounding this is that a classifier could be a frozen lexical item for one signer and a
productive morpheme for compounding for someone else. Additionally, the SASS classifier,
ROUND.gl, that had an almost consistent position in sequences of signs was most often used
with a sign representing an action (such as CHOP), and so it is difficult to draw the conclusion
that this is even a productive affix and not an OV sentence. One of the perplexing aspects of
these sequences is the repetition of components, for example in SASS X SASS sequences. It was
observed that the final repeated sign was sometimes abbreviated and short, but also sometimes
emphasized. A prosodic analysis of these repetitions could reveal patterns that are not currently
apparent.
Signers do seem to be somewhat consistent in that they choose to SHAPE-ACTION word
order, but this is not necessarily proof of a Head-Modifier, Noun-Verb compound structure,
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because these utterances are not distinguishable from OV sentences, which would be two-word
sentences describing the object rather than naming it. This is further clouded by the fact many
signers omitted either the shape or the action. Can we say that the language has a word for these
objects? There does not appear to be a concatenative morphological process distinct from
whatever syntactic processes exist. The language at least has words that can be concatenated to
talk about these objects, and in some regards these concatenations may resemble dvamdva
compounds insofar as different iconic aspects of an object make up a unit to refer to the whole
object, and that those components are variable in terms of their order, and that ease of production
is a factor in determining their form (though signers sometimes opt for a form which favors
clearer iconicity over ease of production). However, they differ in that these are supposedly
“basic-level objects” (melons, nuts) made up of subparts (shape, way it is eaten, way it is cut),
rather than members of a superordinate category compounded to name that category (if “fruit”
were signed MELON^APPLE^GRAPE).
As we can see from melon and watermelon, individuals do not always uniquely
disambiguate similar objects, but do rely on strategies such as adding modifiers. The sign RED
does not necessarily come before or after the sign it modifies. This ambivalence may exist
simply because the change in order would not reflect any necessary change in meaning in the
context of picture-naming. In a context where the distinction between two similar objects are
more explicitly demanded, we may see that order becomes more important (see Kursat 2018).
Compounding and Sublexical Structure
There are some important differences between CTSL, ABSL, and KSL. ABSL has
compounds whose components undergo phonological reductions similar to what is found in ASL
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compounds. Likewise, we see signers make similar abbreviations as in
CUT-CHEESE^MILKING, but signers may differ from each other in which objects are
compounded this way, perhaps because signers may vary in terms of what underlying
phonological representations they store (if any). These abbreviated forms may need to be
improvised many times before they become the norm (if that will even happen). Unlike KSL,
which has completely conventionalized order for some compounds, order of signs in CTSL is
variable not only at the level of the whole lexicon but across signers for single lexical items, and
even within the same signer from discourse to discourse.
Something like compounding is indeed present among signers from all cohorts, even if
forms produced by some participants are more resemblant of homesign than of a deaf community
sign language. However, it is not necessarily expected that CTSL would develop consistent word
order in compounds before ABSL, which is older and has a larger community. What is surprising
though is that CTSL does not appear to have a consistent word order for SASS compounds
whereas ABSL does. Will CTSL develop a similarly productive morphological process given
more time, generations of signers, or population growth? Perhaps studies of slightly smaller and
slightly larger signing populations could reveal new insights.
Future studies of CTSL and other village sign languages still have many questions to
answer. Does the language or do even individual signers use the Head Principle? How much
phonetic variation is there, and is phonology hierarchically organized in any sense for each
cohort? Will word-order patterns emerge for other semantic classes of objects? Will the signs
observed in 2013 stay the same ten years from now? If signers behave like the agents in the
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Vocabulary Coherence model, we might expect that signers whose social circumstances have
changed may prefer begin to use a different variant.
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Appendix A
Information about Participants
Cohort 1:
ID

Cohort

Gender Age (in Aug. 2013)

Village

Education Familial Relationships

9

1

m

41

2

none

8

1

f

43

From 1, lives in 3 none

Older sister of #1

6

1

m

46

1

none

Older brother of #11

13

1

m

49

1

none

Married to #5

10

1

f

53

1

none

Older sister of #5 and
#3

Older Brother of #2

Cohort 2:
ID Cohort Gender Age (in Aug. 2013) Village

Education Familial Relationships

1

2

f

34

From 1,
lives in 2 none

Married to #2

2

2

m

38

2

none

Younger brother of #9, Married to #1

3

2

m

38

1

none

Younger brother of #5 and #10

11 2

f

43

1

none

Younger sister of #6

5

2

f

43

1

none

Older sister of #3, Younger sister of
#10, married to #13

7

2

f

45

1

none

None

Cohort 3:
ID

Cohort

Gender Age (in Aug. 2013)

Village Education

Familial Relationships

4

3

f

16

1

From age 7-11

Daughter of #3

12

3

m

22

2

From age 10-18

Relative of #2 and #9

